
NEWSLETTER 

AAA conducted end term examination
from 4th March 2023. AAA provided
remedial classes and helped the
students to improve in weaker areas.
We advise parents to be very much
serious for their ward's academics and
morals.

We always get a chance to revive, to understand
and to built. Ayesha Ali Academy believes in
helping those who are thirsty of knowledge and
morality. We can observe the changing society
and the level of crime rising very rapidly. We
pledge to inculcate the high standard of
knowledge, wisdom, understanding and morals.
Lets join hands and make this new session a
stepping stone for our AAAians.
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A NEW START!A NEW START!

We think about you!

"O! you who have believed, decreed upon you is 
fasting as it was decreed upon those before you 

that you may become righteous"
Surah al-Baqarah 183



CHAIRMAN'S VISITCHAIRMAN'S VISITCHAIRMAN'S VISIT
   

Hiring New Teachers 
AAA started its new journey 
with some new think tankers
Some of our new members:

 
Dr. Showkat Ahmad Dar, 

Miss Rifat Amin, 
Mr. Showkat Ahmad Malik, 

Mr. Junaid Warsi, 
Mr. Saddam Hussain Shah, 

Miss Uzma Iqbal, 
Miss Farhat Anjum, 
Miss Fancy Ashaq

Selection of new admissions
It was immense pleasure to 

receive more than 
1000 applicants
for admission. 

AAA is thankful to the 
admission department esp. Mr. 
Aasif Najar for working hard to 
make the task accomplished. 

Watch the glimpses of entrance 
exam on our official YouTube 

channel "Ayesha Ali Academy"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMCFnbzFCHg

The entire Ayesha Ali Academy was blossoming 
and enthralled on March 12, 2023, on the visit of 

esteemed Dr. Feroz Ahmed Padder, Chairman AAA

Honorable Chairman's trip to Ayesha Ali Academy 
was  charged with number of meetings and workouts 

for the betterment of AAA.

"The key to success is speak truth with clarity & 
work hard until you succeed."

Dr. Feroz Ahmad Padder (Chairman)



On March 21, 2023, Ayesha Ali Academy observed a 
plantation drive. Many students took part in the plantation 

drive as part of their "studying with practicals" strategy.

End Term- PTM

On March 26, 2023, a parent-teacher meeting was 
held during which end-of-term report cards were 

distributed and parents were contacted. 
 

When we observe the parents' supportive 
behaviour towards their children, we are pleased.
We think that the bond between a child's teacher 
and parents is the key to helping them overcome 

all of life's obstacles.
We must support our kids' careers fully and put 
our faith on us. A teacher is second to parents in 

wanting to see their student succeed in life.

26th March 2023

"Evaluating a child's academic development and identifying 
remedies for any behavioral or academic issues"



Teacher: A Multi - faced Role Model ( A - Z ) 
by Mr. Ghulam Nabi Nayyir 

 
A teacher is an artist of the water 

Broadcasts knowledge to every nook and comer 
Chisels the personality of the child well ; 

Devoid of his night guidance life is like hell 
Encourage one to tread on the right path

 Forbids the students to shun the way of wrath 
Garners the mindscape with the flowers of knowledge 

Hones our wins at school , varsity and college 
Inspires all with at school varsity and college 

Joyfully guides the pupil in every vocation 
Kindles the spark of curiosity in child's mind 

Loves to unclasp the links & knots of every kind 
Manfully fights the demons of Illiteracy and ignorance 

Never slacks in the work of Mental Nurturance 
Optimistically brings a benign social change 

Potentially broadness the pupil's mental range 
Quintessentially he is the shaper of the child 

Reforms everyone , who is recalcitrant and wild
Strenuously works to spread , the light and literacy 

Topples down all the bastions ignorance and illiteracy 
Undertakes to mitigate all the causes of indecency and lax morals  

View with Favor those who wis awards and laurels 
Wonderfully he is an agitator with the pen 

Xcellently he enlarges and increases our ken 
Yields not to cheap - n - low inducements , 

Zestfully accomplishes the noble achievements.

TEACHER'S CORNER

"Trying to be someone else is the waste of 
person you are, try to be what you are, 

imitation is suicide
-Mr. Muzafar Ahmad Wani

English Teacher



Career Counselling Workshop

The workshop was based on the current 
subjects criteria and educational trend which 

is prevailing in our Kashmir Valley. The 
passed 10th grade batch participated and 

got familiar about the future goals. The 
school counsellor conducted this workshop 

on 27th March 2023.

WHEN YOU KNOW YOURSELF,WHEN YOU KNOW YOURSELF,  
YOU WILL SMILE AND SHOUTYOU WILL SMILE AND SHOUT

  
YES I CAN!YES I CAN!



Student's Council Examination

Keep your eyes on the stars,
and your feet on the ground

 
Student council exam was conducted on 28th 
March 2023. Many students participated for 

the role of head boy, head girl, representatives 
of discipline committee and sports captain for 

Ayesha Ali Academy.

 First Periodic assessment from last week of April 2023
 Science Festival Day
 Social Media Team of Students
 Award Ceremony of last year performances

    Future Planning

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Mr. Javid Ahmad Bhat
Headmaster

Ayesha Ali Academy

Thank you & be connected with us 

Ayesha Ali Academy
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